**CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS**

FROM CHARM PACK:
From (4) gingham squares and (5) additional dark or medium colored squares, cut a total of (25) 4" x 1½" rectangles for jar lids, using cutting diagram for reference (diagram shows 1 charm square). Refer to image on cover to match lid fabrics to sample.

From remaining charm squares, select (25) to be jar contents. The rest of the charm squares are extra. (Tip: dark and medium ground squares will show up best against light background.) Refer to image on cover to match jar contents to sample.

**RS5027-101M (Jar glass)**
Cut (2) 5" WOF strips. Subcut (25) 5" x 3" rectangles.

**RS5027-90 (Background)**
Use diagram below for reference.

- Cut (4) 7½" WOF strips. Trim each to 30½" x 7½".
- Cut (3) 8½" WOF strips. Subcut (20) 4½" x 8½" rectangles.
- Cut (2) 6½" WOF strips. Trim each to 39" x 6½".
- Cut (4) 2½" WOF strips. Trim each to 39" x 2½".
- Cut (2) 1½" WOF strips. Subcut (50) 1" x 1½" rectangles.
- Cut (3) 1¼" WOF strips. Subcut (96) 1¼" squares. Cut (4) additional 1¼" squares from scraps for a total of (100).

**PIECING INSTRUCTIONS**

all seam allowances ¼" unless otherwise noted

Collect (1) 5" square Jar Contents, (1) 5" x 3" Jar Glass, (1) 4" x 1½" Jar Lid, (2) 1" x 1½" Background, and (4) 1¼" square Background.

Piece Jar Glass to top edge of Jar Contents. Press seam open.

On wrong side of all 1¼" square Background, draw a diagonal line from corner to corner.

On each corner of jar unit, place a 1¼" square right sides together with jar, with the diagonal line oriented across the corner as shown. Stitch along line to piece. Trim corner ¼" outside of stitching line and press seams open.

Join 1" x 1½" Background to each short end of Jar Lid. Press seams open.

Piece Jar Lid to top edge of main jar unit. Note that side edges of lid won't line up with diagonal edge of jar glass - the lid should overhang the glass a little.

Repeat to make a total of (25) Jar Blocks. You can mix and match jar content/ lid combos as you like, or follow image on cover for print combo guidance. Tip: to piece faster, sew and press the same step of all blocks at one time.
Assemble (5) rows as follows: collect (5) Jar Blocks and (4) 4½" x 8 ½" Background. Piece Background in between Jar Blocks and press seams open.

Join rows together with 39" x 2 ½" Background in between each row. Press seams open.

To top and bottom, piece 39" x 6 ½" Background. Press seams open.

Piece remaining sashing: join pairs of 30 ½" x 7 ½" Background together along short ends; press seams open. Piece (1) sashing unit to right and left side of quilt; press seams open.

Press quilt top for a nice finish. Baste, quilt and bind as desired. Binding yardage is for 2 ½" crossgrain binding.

YOU DID IT! YOU MADE A MASON JAR QUILT!!

Be sure to use #rubystarsociety and #foodgroupfabric when sharing your creations so we can see them!

RUBY STAR SOCIETY

@rubystarsociety
Our collaborative Food Group collection is perfect for this cute Mason Jar Quilt! Pick your favorite foodie prints to stash inside each jar. Quilt top takes just a charm pack, glass fabric and background fabric.

Fabrics are by Alexia Marcella Abegg, Rashida Coleman-Hale, Kimberly Kight, and Melody Miller for Ruby Star Society.

**FABRIC REQUIREMENTS**

- RS5037-PP (Food Group Charm Pack) 
  - Jar Lids & Contents 
    - 1 charm pack

- RS5027-101M 
  - Jar Glass 
    - 1 ½ yd

- RS5027-90 
  - Background 
    - 2 ½ yd

- **BINDING:** ½ yd 
- **BACKING:** 3 ½ yds 
- **BATTING:** at least 58" x 66"

* RUBY STAR SOCIETY *